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Abstract. More than half of Germany’s functional illiterates are gain-
fully employed adults. This paper presents the eVideo approach that aims
at people with poor basic education. The course “eVideo mobile - digital
media in hospitality industry” is a game-based work-related eLearning
course. It is based on an inclusive eLearning platform. Basic educational
skills are addressed in workplace-related interactive videos and exercises
on different competency levels. In a small pilot study users were observed
while using the course and afterwards questioned in interviews.
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There are about 7.5 million functional illiterates in Germany [1]. More than
half of them are gainfully employed adults. Therefore offers for this target
group should deal with content, which is workspace related. There are already
different existing national and international projects like [2–4] that are address-
ing this topic. The eVideo approach [5] is aiming at this as well, with game-
based work-related eLearning courses that are targeting basic educational skills,
including literacy and numeracy as well as media literacy. There is already some
research on eLearning and inclusion [6] as well as on game-based training in basic
education [7]. In the eVideo course the user interacts with colleagues in short
video sequences, completes typical work tasks and thereby solves an underlying
work-related adventure. The core idea of this format is a combination of real-
istic workplace-related videos and exercises on different competency levels. The
course of events is guided and linear and also designed for “technical novices”.
Nevertheless some users might need additional support.

The novelty presented in this paper is a redesign of the eVideo technology so
that the educational approach is retained while the system runs on a smartphone,
thereby enabling time and space independent access. This redesign has been
implemented in the context of the course “eVideo mobile - digital media in
hospitality industry”. The course is developed to be responsive and can be used
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on both tablets and desktop computers, but follows a mobile first approach.
Previous eVideo courses were developed for desktop computer usage only.

The development of the mobile eVideo system followed a design science
research paradigm. Contrary to former eVideo courses, the new version is techni-
cally based on the LAYA platform - an inclusive eLearning platform [8]. Structure
and design of the course should allow recognition for users, who already know
other eVideos. For a target group with mostly low media literacy level, this eases
orientation and navigation between the courses. The challenging aspect of this
combination was to bring together an existing inclusive eLearning platform, with
the eVideo course concept and script (that were not designed with inclusion in
mind) and then make all that usable on smartphones and accessible for users
with low media literacy levels. UI design and content had to be adapted to the
small screen size, without a loss of the course characteristics. A challenging point
was the adaptation of the exercises with their three difficulty levels. The highest
level was the most challenging, as it is not only more difficult to solve, but also
contains more text than level one and two. In iterative cycles, content and layout
of each exercise were designed and tested. This also required the replacement of
exercise types that were unsuitable for the target users on a small screen. For
instance, one exercise that was planned as drag and drop of text elements from
an email was changed into a marking exercise. Otherwise the exercise would have
been overloaded and confusing. Exercise types that are used in this course are
single- and multiple choice, clozes, drag and drop and marking exercises.

Universal Design for Learning (UDL) has been taken into account for the
development of this course. There are different levels of support for users, which
address different levels of poor literacy skills on the one hand and different types
of learners on the other. For instance, all videos have subtitles and all texts in
the course have an additional audio alternative (see Fig. 1: loud speaker icons on
the left). There is also a dictionary available that includes all potentially difficult
vocabulary and technical terms used in the exercises. Besides, motivating feed-
back and a help function are part of each exercise and the icons used throughout
the course are consistent.

The Screenshot in Fig. 1 shows exercise 3. Below the progress bar is the
“Anleitung” button, which opens the instruction text for the exercise. The
instruction for each exercise is read out automatically the moment it is opened.
Below the instruction button, there are three more buttons: the left button (icon:
magnifier) opens information that is needed to solve the exercise, the middle one
(icon: question mark) is a help button and the right one (icon: book) leads to
the dictionary. For this exercise, the button with the magnifier icon has the text
“Phishingmerkmale” (engl. phishing characteristics) and opens a list of typical
characteristics of phishing mails. After having read and/or heard those the user
is asked to mark three typical characteristics of phishing mails for the easiest
level. For the other two complexity levels, the e-mail is more difficult and five
(level 2) or seven (level 3) characteristics have to be marked. After solving the
exercise, the users get immediate feedback on their performance. If they made
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Fig. 1. Screenshot exercise 3

mistakes, they get exercise specific hints. After three failed trials, the correct
solution is shown and the user can continue with the course.

Motivation plays an important role for this user group as many people with
poor basic education have made negative experiences connected to learning.
This is addressed by a novel gamification and adaptation concept, which adapts
known principles like collecting badges and trophies or recommending changes
in difficulty for an inclusive user group.

A small pilot study has been conducted with nine users, who were observed
while using the system for at least 50 min. Afterwards, the users were interviewed
about their experience. A problem-centered guided interview was chosen, as it
allows a strong focus on users’ perceptions and opinions. Users were asked about
computer and smartphone usage, eLearning and gamification experiences. Five
users had poor basic education, the other four had no impairments. This set of
participants was chosen, to make sure that the needs and requirements of the
main target group of the eVideo courses were met on the one hand. And on
the other hand, experts for technical development and design were asked to give
their opinion on the redesigned course. All participants liked the idea, content
and structure of the course and pointed out that they could easily identify with
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the person addressed in the interactive videos. Especially the participants with
poor basic education liked the combination of text and audio in the videos as
well as in the exercises. Yet, some of the users without impairments thought it
rather distracting, that the audio automatically started, as they were opening
and reading an instruction text. Furthermore the feedback after each exercise
was perceived as motivating and encouraging no matter if the exercise was solved
correctly in the first trial or not.

The users’ feedback in the pilot study lead to adaptations in the course. For
instance the functionality of the audio buttons was changed, to allow pausing the
audios. Furthermore some instructions were changed according to the feedback.

The course can be a starting point to address poor basic education problems
of employees in the hospitality industry. It should be embedded in a blended-
learning context to have the best possible effect. The novel mobile version allows
users to work on the course on their own and independent of location (i.e.,
possibly also at work). In a next step studies with more heterogeneous users are
necessary to ensure, that the course is as inclusive as it aims to be. Afterwards
larger empirical studies with the course and a publicly accessible version are
planned in order to investigate the system effects under real conditions.
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/),
which permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium
or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the
source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were
made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s
Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If
material is not included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended
use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will
need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder.
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